NOTES:
1. (S.R. OHM/SQ) MEANS SURFACE ELECTRIC RESISTIVITY OF THE TRAY.
2. THE MOLDED TRAY'S MATERIAL SHALL BE RIGID ENOUGH TO AVOID DAMAGE TO THE COMPONENTS DURING HANDLING, LOADING, BACKING, TESTING, SHIPPING AND PLACING.
3. TEMP. 'C IS THE MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE. THE EMPTY TRAY CAN BE SUBJECTED TO FOR 48 CONTINUOUS HOURS BAKING WITHOUT VIOLATING THE DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCE OF THE TRAY.
4. TRAYS ARE STACKABLE WITHOUT INTERFERENCE AND WILL NOT STICK TOGETHER DURING UNSTACKING OPERATION.
5. WARPAGE IS WITHIN 0.76 mm.
6. THE CELLS MARKED WITH CROSS SYMBOL ARE FOR VACUUM PICKUP AREA.
7. TOTAL USABLE CELLS 16X36=576.
8. THE TRAY MEETS JEDEC STANDARD.
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